WIRELESS CONVENIENCE,
TIMELESS ELEGANCE

Silent Gliss

BATTERYOPERATED
ROLLER
AND ROMAN
BLIND
SYSTEMS

Motor:
YES
Wires:
NO

RETROFIT INSTALLATION

In many situations, hard wiring to a
window is not possible. Silent Gliss
battery-operated blinds are wireless,
making them the ideal retrofit
solution.

ELEGANT DESIGN

CHOICE OF ACCESSORIES

STYLE TO SUIT

FLEXIBLE FITTING

EASY BATTERY REPLACEMENT

These classic shading systems feature
a refined design with clean lines and
high-quality materials to suit a wide
range of interiors.

The roller and roman blind systems
are easily operated using a wall switch,
a radio remote control, or both.

The roller blind design can be further
refined with a choice of three bottom
bars. Extraordinary Silent Gliss fabrics
complement the blinds, creating an
individual atmosphere in every room.

Every blind is supplied made-tomeasure, and is ready to fit. The
systems can be fitted to the wall or
ceiling. Bracket or clamp installations
are possible.

Good products perfectly combine
design and operation. The batteryoperated roller and roman blind
systems use conventional batteries
with a service life of up to three
years. The batteries are contained
within an easily accessible holder to
allow a fast battery exchange when
required.

Today’s architecture and interior design must continue to meet
the highest aesthetic standards, offering maximum convenience
and concealed technology. The Silent Gliss battery-operated
roller and roman blind systems fulfil these requirements by
offering wireless shading at the push of a button.

Function
meets design.

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatments. Since 1952 we have been tirelessly committed
to the development of the worlds` smoothest, quietest systems
using state of the art technology.
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Driven by customer needs, Silent Gliss offers functional and
durable products. Expert technical advice coupled with installation
and support services complete the offer.
Silent Gliss stands for innovative, sustainable,
tailor made solutions, exceptional design and
first-class quality.

